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Abstract. This paper has presented acquiring method for agents’ actions using 
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) in multi-agent system. ACO is one of 
powerful meta-heuristics algorithms and some researchers have reported the 
effectiveness of some applications with the algorithm [1-4]. I have developed 
fire brigade agents using proposed method in RoboCup rescue simulation 
system. The final goal of my research is an achievement of co-operations for 
hetero-agent in multi-agent systems. Then this research for implementation for 
fire brigade agents in my team is the first step of this goal.  
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1   Introduction 

Recently, some researchers have reported the effectiveness of systems installed 
swarm intelligence algorithms [1]. Especially, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and 
Ant Colony System (ACS) have become a very successful and widely used in some 
applications [1-4]. Real ants are capable of finding the shortest path from a food 
source to their nest without using visual cues by exploiting pheromone information. 
The real ants exploit pheromone to find shortest path between two points. The 
behavior of the real ants has inspired ACO and ACS. The system based on ACO and 
ACS are used artificial ants cooperate to the solution of a problem by exchanging 
information via pheromone. In this paper, I would like to study that Simple-ACO (S-
ACO) algorithm is applied to agents of fire brigade agents in my team. 

The travelling salesman problem (TSP) has no noise for solving and all of distances 
between each city are given in advance. Moreover their situations have never changed 
for each simulation steps. However situations or outer information in environment is 
always changing in the real world, dynamically. In some cases, we are disable to 
know cues to solve a problem in advance. In other case, some outer noise gets 
information erased or interpolation them.  

On the other hand, in a situation of RoboCup rescue simulation system, agents need 
to handle huge amount of information and take actions dynamically. Therefore, a 
simulation system of RoboCup rescue is a very good test bed for multi-agent research.  



2   Our Approach 

In our previous studies [5] and [6], our agents in RoboCup soccer simulation league 
are able to decide a direction of kicking soccer ball using S-ACO. In the studies, we 
have done some experiments with the soccer agents implemented in our method and 
the agents using our method have improved the abilities of getting scores in soccer 
games. From them, we have confirmed the effectiveness of our method. In next 
subsection, I would like to the basic idea for our method using Simple-ACO. 

2.1 Outline of simple-ACO 

Initially, agents have decided their actions on randomly. At each construction step, 
they have taken a probabilistic choice to decide their direction in their moves. The 
probabilistic is calculated by (1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In (1), τij means the value of the associated pheromone trail on arc (i, j).A 

value i means a current position on the simulation field. A value j means a choice 
to move to the position. ηij is a heuristic value that is available a priori, αand 
βare two parameters which determine the relative influence of pheromone trail 
and the heuristic information. Theηij  s have to be decided in advance. 

The pheromone trails are updated and pheromone evaporation is able to be 
calculated by (2).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ρ means the pheromone evaporation rate, which is between 0 and 1. Δτis 

amount of deposited pheromone. Moreover value of Q is scored by results of 
agents’ action.  
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2.2 Basic idea of our algorithm for acquiring agents’ action 

We have applied our algorithm to searching actions to a water point of fire-brigade 
agents in our team. The searching algorithm has two steps. It has shown below: 

1. In the case that the agents has no water to extinguish a fire,  
(1-a) in the case that the agent has known a way to a water supply position, it 
heads along the way. 
(1-b) in the case that the agent has not known a way to a water station, it 
heads a way in random order. 

2. On the other hands, the agent has enough water, it heads for a fire point. 
Moreover, the action of updating pheromone has two steps. It has shown below: 

1.  After the agent is able to get water, it does “say” command to broadcast a 
point of water supply position. 

2. Other agents which do not have water track back. 

3   Evaluation for agents based on my method 

I have developed experimental agents based on sample agents whose source codes are 
included Robocup rescue simulator-package file [7]. However the process of 
development is on the way.  

I have run agents for ten times on test map which is also included Robocup rescue 
simulation simulator-package file. A score of the map is 117.828 points at the start of 
simulation and the average score is 9.106 points with my agents. Figure 1shows one 
example of result on the map. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Results of evaluation experiments with my agents on test map. ] 

Moreover I have run agents on three maps, which are Virtual City 2011, Paris 2011 
and Berlin 2011. The scores of these results are shown in Table1. The maps and log 



files are open to public in the competition’s web site[8]. My team “anct2011_resq” 
have achieved 2nd place finish on the competition. 

Table 2.  Results of evaluation experiments with my agents.  

Names of map Scores 

Virtual City 2011 26.608 
Paris 2011 26.221 
Berlin 2011 74.546 

4   Conclusion 

This paper has presented outline of my method and introduced some results with my 
agents on some maps for Robocup simulation league. In the near future, I would like 
to consider the values τand ηand to improve agents’ abilities. 
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